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Renovating your flooring

Preparing for flooring renovations has never been easier or more
exciting at Inner-City Flooring. With a freeze on low interest rates
for the entire year now is the best time to increase your homes
value while supporting small business in your community. 
Our convenient supplied and installed packages take the guess
work out of flooring renovations. Choose the type of flooring that
suits your needs, pick a colour and leave the rest to us.
Specializing in home flooring renovations, Vinyl Plank, Vinyl Tile,
Laminate, Carpet, Engineered Hardwood and More. We serve the
Tri-Cities area and surrounding.
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Vinyl Plank Top Colours

Next season's
color palettes

Easily last years hottest selling flooring was Vinyl Plank and with the new colours
coming out this year and updated technology it is sure to be this years top flooring pick
as well. 
One of our favorite manufactures released four brand new options, updated locking
system and of course 100% Waterproof. 
With a 35 year residential warranty and a 22mil wear layer this flooring is made tough
and to outlast its competition. Anti Fade UV coating, Rigid SPC Core with an attached
underlay. 



Durable and waterproof, VOILA
is perfect for kitchens,
bathrooms, entryways, and
basements.

Nothing is more upsetting than finding
out the flooring you have chosen does
not meet your strata's requirements or
requires a costly underlay upgrade. 
Voila vinyl plank with attached underlay
has an STC rating of 73 and IIC rating of
72. With unique plank and tile options
to choose from. Stylish and quiet with
easy snap locking system anyone can
install in a snap. Mix and match plank
with tile keeping the same height
throughout your home. 

With attached Underlay
Strata Approved Vinyl Plank

Even More Savings with
Inner-City Flooring!

For the entire month of January save the Tax on all
supplied and installed flooring packages, Vinyl Plank,
Laminate, Engineered Hardwood or Carpet. 



Engineered Hardwood 

Bang for your Buck!

Any relator will tell you new flooring will add value to your
home, and one of the biggest value increases you can do
is hardwood or engineered hardwood. 
Engineered Hardwood is still real wood, it generally has a
2mm - 5mm top layer that is the species of hardwood
you've chosen, oak, maple, walnut etc. and the rest it
made up of core layers of wood bonded together to
increase strength and durability. 
Everyone loves Hardwood floors so if your home already
has them come selling time you're ahead of the game,
and if you don't well.. give us a call. 

Patterned Vinyl Tile 

Unique Trends in Flooring

At first glance they look like normal tiles but the longer you look at each one the
more unique patterns begin to emerge. Simple Concrete grey stone tile is
transformed with texture and eye catching triangular patterns. Darker toned brown
tile with beautiful floral prints. Available in random sizes to create the most unique
look with vinyl tile we have every seen. 



Fabulous Colours with
Designer Approval

Not all rooms deserve the remarkable distinction of custom. However those that rise
above and are destined to be special and are bespoke with the style of CURATE from
Taiga. Some of the largest plank sizes available in residential Vinyl Plank with 9" wide
boards and 60" long creating extraordinary depth in any space. With an overall
thickness of 7mm and a 22mil wear layer this flooring boasts a lifetime limited
residential warranty. Also available in two Tile colours 12" x 24". 

Curate Vinyl Plank by Taiga  

Which type is right for me?

Choosing the right flooring for your
home

With so many new products and innovations on the market, shopping for flooring
can quickly become overwhelming. Be prepared to ask your contractor the right
questions and have a good idea of what you want to get our of your floors. 
Visit our website and check out our many articles on the different types of flooring
and what their benefits are. If you have more questions or just want a second
opinion reach out to us, your flooring specialists. 



Is It Tile? Is it Concrete or
Marble? Nope, it's Vinyl Tile
Vinyl Tile is quickly becoming a front runner in the SPC Vinyl Flooring world. With new
technologies the possibilities for designs are endless. Multi-sized boards can create
fascinatingly unique spaces. Get inspired and customize your kitchen, front entrance
or bathroom. 


